Anaerobic dehalogenation of organohalide contaminants in the marine environment.
Microbially mediated dehalogenation processes contribute to the global cycling of both biogenic and anthropogenic halogenated organic compounds. Detailed information on biodegradation mechanisms for a variety of organohalides and on the microorganisms mediating these processes has greatly increased our understanding of the cycling and fate of these unique and widespread compounds in our environment. The marine environment appears to be a particularly rich source of dehalogenating microorganisms. It is well established by laboratory and field studies that anaerobic dehalogenation of sediment contaminants, such as PCBs, pesticides, and dioxins, occurs intrinsically and can be enhanced via various methods. Specific dehalogenating bacterial populations can be enriched on various organohalides. Biodehalogenation processes are likely to be significantly affected by the prevailing terminal electron-accepting condition, and thus, biotransformation of organohalide contaminants in marine and estuarine environments will vary as a function of the redox conditions within the sediment profile. Fundamental knowledge of the activities and interactions of dehalogenating microorganisms is providing a strong basis for development of new bioremediation technologies for removal of harmful halogenated compounds from our environment.